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Thought For The Week: His Royal Highness The Duke of Edinburgh. 1921-2021 - Rest in Peace

A life well lived, His Royal Highness leaves us with a legacy of indomitable spirit, steadfastness and an
unshakeable sense of duty. From all of us who serve today and who have served, thank you.
Our prayers and thoughts are with Her Majesty as she faces the trauma of a future without her life-long
husband, partner and support of over 73 years.

A NEW SET OF RULES By Arnis Luks
This year marks the Centenary of the formation of the Royal Australian Air Force. There are media articles
eulogising the bravery of our servicemen at those times of greatest peril. Australians have always boxed above
their weight in individual bravery.
The threat of 1914 and again of 1939 was of a looming dark age being imposed by a dictatorial power. The
multiple fronts of COVID 19, the war on terror and global warming are also threatening of a similar looming
dark age by other dictatorial powers over arching the entire planet. Alternative media outlets are reporting of
plans to trigger more crisis such as monetary collapse and mutant variations of other pandemics ready to roll out.
Karl Marx while in London, in a secret note sent to the Socialist International in Geneva 1870, mentioned that
England would never move to revolution of its own volition, that it was necessary that foreigners would have to
make it for them.
Eric D Butler's excellent booklet titled "The Fountainhead Of The Socialist Conspiracy", and also EDB's
complimentary video "The Fabian Idea Throughout History", both build the case that the present looming dark
age has been imported onto the West by agent provocateur's, secret societies such as the English Fabian Society
and its associated organisations within western nations, our own education institutions following the ideas of the
London School of Economics, and also willing stooges, who pursue policies they would never have thought of,
had the Fabians not put the ideas there in the first place.
The work of the Fabian Societies in alignment within our own Conservative government and upper levels
of our bureaucracy, needs to be understood in light of the purpose and design behind Cultural Marxism, which
ultimately is world government, or if you like, an entirely planned society administered by technocrats.
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/Hawke%20RJ%20-%20Address%20to%20the%20Fabian%20Society%20.html
Confused Messages - Cognitive Dissonance
In a recent email Andrew Hastie highlighted that the Australian Defence Forces' core business is the
application of lethal violence in the defence of our values, sovereignty and interests. Hastie also mentions being
personally honoured in serving the current defence Minister Peter Dutton.
Peter Dutton is recently pictured in the media with Australian Defence Force military personnel, under the
caption "We've got your backs", in a campaign directed towards our diggers. This is while some of Australia's
most decorated servicemen are under investigation and potential prosecution in the form of an obscure court that
will take international witness testimony via video link up of events in a selected theatre of war not on Australian
soil, essentially lawfare against our own combatants - a one sided view of the conflict - absurd.
All must be treated equally before the law. These conflicting and mixed messages showing the utter humbug
of our leaders. Any show trial of a selected theatre of war in a foreign land would be subject to a very selective
type of international law.

Australian law only has jurisdiction in Australia
administered equally to all
We witnessed the humbug of “war-crimes” trials
during the 1990s, of a selected theatre of war only against
the vanquished. No question of atomic annihilation and
deliberate genocide of the vanquished came into question
during those trials, nor investigations – no equality before
the law, but selective theatres and only the vanquished.
Modern Warfare
As a culture, we are physically and technologically
capable of annihilating life on earth. Our service
personnel are given tools of enormous lethal capacity to
execute a military function in a foreign land. That there
are atrocities that occurred from all sides is not at all
surprising and must be expected. The function of killing
another human being is not normal. Less than 2% of
any population are naturally capable of executing this
task. Our service personnel are deliberately brought into
a psychological state of warfare for each deployment
where they are able to perform at this level of violence
towards another human being.
Sir Peter Cosgrove was concerned that repeated
deployments could have contributed to the alleged war
crimes in Afghanistan, here:
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-10-27/petercosgrove-concerned-over-repeat-deployments/12807732

The Queen is the head of our armed services, not our
politicians. Politicians are ministers to the Crown.
Our loyalty as any type of bureaucrat, politician,
minister, public servant or citizen is to God, Queen and
Country - in that order.
I, (name), swear that I will well and truly serve Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Second, Her Heirs and
Successors according to law, as a member of the
(insert Royal Australian Navy , Australian Army , or
Royal Australian Air Force ) ... and that I will resist her
enemies and faithfully discharge my duty according to
law. SO HELP ME GOD!
Extract from On Target Vol. 56 No. 43 Nov 2020
The hidden masters above governments pursue
policy leading to war but fail to be acknowledged and
held to account as a direct consequence of their pursuit
of this policy, with great trauma being inflicted on both
the combatants and the enemy. All wars are bankers
wars, to control another’s resources and balance the
national debt. The war on terror was for oil resources,
nothing more. If major nuclear powers actually went
to total war, they have the capacity to literally and
actually destroy the planet. We need to find a better
way to resolve issues.
We need a royal commission to hold those
personally responsible for initiating wars to account,

Writing in the English Sunday Express, on 28th November, 1920, H.G. Wells said: “Big business is by no
means antipathetic to Communism. The larger big business grows the more it approximates to Collectivism.
It is the upper road of the few instead of the lower road of the masses to Collectivism.”
Extract
A strong voice on the inquiry into alleged crimes in
Afghanistan, Sir Peter said vicissitudes between tours
of duty in war zones and time spent at home were
part of several systematic factors that were having a
detrimental effect on Australian troops.
“I theorise that getting yourself up for the operational
tour, coming back, getting to reacquaint yourself
with your loved ones, getting to practice some level
of normality — and then, before you know it, you’re
wanted for the next operational tour of duty, and here
you go climbing the mountain again. This, to me, is a
great stressor.”
However, Sir Peter denied the systematic impact of
frequent tours reflected a failure of military leadership,
despite 55 separate incidents being investigated by the
Brereton inquiry, along with two inquiries into war
crimes allegations launched by the AFP.
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/defence/
redeployments-push-troops-over-the-line-says-petercosgrove/news-story/9db31fdba644437636d735152
1a48718 (End of Extract )
Senator Jacqui Lambie demands a Royal Commission
into veteran suicides
https://www.2gb.com/senator-jacqui-lambie-demands-aroyal-commission-into-veteran-suicides/
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and equally as important, to respond adequately to
our returning servicemen and women, who are all
in some way deeply injured. This places the correct
emphasis of the barbarity of war and the false pursuit
of war crimes against our conditioned soldiers acting
as agents of the (abstraction) state, when the real
perpetrators and beneficiaries of war hide in the
shadows remote from accountability. (End of Extract)
Cultural Marxism
With so many mixed messages, the deciphering of
the purpose is not straightforward. The news cycle is
continuously depicting the "alpha" male as abhorrent. Yet
the alpha male is more likely to be capable of defending
the family and equally importantly the community. The
deconstruction of this role model is deliberate to weaken
the resolve of aspiring alpha males, further compounding
the mixed messages directed to our service personnel and
our young males looking for that role model to mimic.
The discussion around combat ‘flight suits’ for pregnant
fighter-pilots further confuses this argument by placing
the pregnant female as equally capable of performing
the "alpha" male role in the theatre of war. The nature of
the female is of nurture and protection whilst rearing the
young. The natural release of hormones during pregnancy
further discount the ability to perform adequately in
a full combat role. This is a double deconstruction.
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The traditional family unit is deliberately rent asunder
sending us back towards pre-agricultural times.
Traditional Role Models
In an obscure 1900 work by Edward Jenks titled
"A History of Politics", presents the case of the preagricultural peoples not appreciating monogamy, nor
polygamy. Capt James Cook observed this first-hand
with the more than casual sexual activity between his
crewmen and the Tahitian and Māori women.
The traditional family unit, when looking back to
ancient cultures, has been an evolving arrangement.
Regressing back to random mating (cultural marxism)
across a suitable generation is an entirely foreign concept
to our modern understanding and yet was practiced in
front of Cook by a peoples who were at the early stages
of agricultural man. An ancient saying from Africa is
"it takes a village to raise a child", places an entirely
different emphasis on our appreciation of ancient
cultures. The children of cross-tribe mating did not have
a biological father present, but rather the tribe.
Read further here: https://alor.org/Storage/Library/
PDF/Jenks_E-History_Of_Politics.pdf
This all makes natural sense if you consider the loss
of viable genetic material in times of extreme duress such
as war, or physical isolation causing inbreeding in an
island community.

Extract

The Dangers of a Woke Military
By Shaun Rieley - April 5th, 2021

Standing militaries always sit uneasily, even
paradoxically, within a liberal democracy: They are
essentially authoritarian institutions, but they are
established and maintained by liberal democratic
governments charged with the task of defending political
and individual liberty. While liberal democracies
emphasize individual rights, inclusivity, and equality,
military effectiveness requires exclusivity, group identity,
and hierarchy.
To reinforce the collective and hierarchical nature
of military institutions, and to facilitate the formation
of group identity, the armed forces make use of thick
symbolism: uniforms, rank insignia, unit insignia,
customs and courtesies, personal grooming standards,
and the like. Meanwhile, liberal democracies tend toward
a suspicion of tradition and the thick social symbolism it
requires.
Until recently, this paradox went mostly unremarked
in American society. While the liberal left of the 1960s
viewed the military with suspicion, even revulsion, an
earlier generation of progressives saw little tension in
“making the world safe for democracy” through the use
of military force. And in any case, the paradox seemed
unresolvable.
Liberal democracies, like all political communities,
ON TARGET

need effective—exclusive, cohesive, hierarchical—
militaries to defend them against aggressors, regardless
of the tension with the broader society.
The primary political problem to be addressed in
this was how to ensure that a standing military did not
become dangerous to the liberties of those they were to
protect, especially guarding against the threat of military
coups and imposition of martial law.
The question is of ancient pedigree: In The Republic,
Plato discusses the difficulty of creating a warrior class
that is effective at repelling enemies and yet is gentle
toward friends and fellow citizens. And the question
caused much debate during the framing of the American
Constitution as well.
In Democracy in America, Alexis de Tocqueville
pointed out that the love of equality which defines
democracies tends to render any inequality present in
society unacceptable, particularly as conditions become
more equal. As conditions have become more equal in
American society, even inequalities previously thought
of as natural, and therefore intractable, have become
offensive to Americans who are insistent on leveling all
distinctions.
Tocqueville also pointed out that, while the commercial
disposition of democratic societies will generally render
them less war-like, democratic armies will tend to
become more desirous of war given that the equality of
social conditions offers fewer opportunities to distinguish
oneself. The military service—and wartime service in
particular—remains one of the few sources of genuine
honor in democratic societies.
In recent years, the idea of military service as an
obligation of citizens—and specifically male citizens—to
contribute to the common defense has become obscured.
Instead, it is increasingly seen as just another job that
one might choose, or not. I suspect it is not coincidental
that this mirrors the approach to the wars that the military
has been asked to wage over the past two decades. There
is no reason to ask the country at large to sacrifice for
the war effort because the wars are optional: Primarily
ideological rather than existential, they may be fought, or
not.
War fighting has therefore fallen on a small percentage
of the overall population. This has resulted in an growing
divide between those who serve or have served and
society at large. In many cases, this divide has become
a kind of hero worship: Military service is revered
precisely because it is the kind of thing that most people
do not, and would not, choose to do.
Viewed this way, it follows that excluding anyone
from any aspect of service—such as, for example,
limiting combat arms roles to males—amounts to
denying them the opportunity to earn distinction.
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VALE PRINCE PHILIP, DUKE OF EDINBURGH
10 June 1921 – 9 April 2021

The Australian Monarchist League tonight mourns the
passing of His Royal Highness Prince Philip, Duke of
Edinburgh, who has died aged 99 at Windsor Castle.

Ever since he knelt before the Queen and swore to
be Her Majesty’s “liege man of life and limb” at her
Coronation in 1953, the Duke worked tirelessly as
a steadfast, principled patron of the people of Great
Britain, Australia, and all of the Commonwealth Realms.

The Duke was a Companion (Military Division)
and later a Knight (General Division) of the Order of
Australia, as well as holding the honorary military
positions of Admiral of the Fleet of the Royal Australian
Navy, Field Marshal of the Australian Army, Colonel-inChief of the Royal Australian Electrical and Mechanical
Engineers, Colonel-in-Chief of the Australian Army
Cadets and Marshal of the Royal Australian Air Force.

The Duke was a beloved husband of 73 years and
a loyal consort of 69 years. He was a father of four, a
grandfather of eight, and a great-grandfather of ten and
family was of the utmost importance to him.

The Duke served as a patron of more than 800
organisations, devoting enormous energies to causes
close to his heart, such as the environment, industry,
sport and education.
The Duke’s commitment to the armed forces, informed
by his years of active service in the British Royal Navy,
was profound.

ON TARGET
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Over 775,000 young people aged 14-24 have
participated in the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award in
Australia since its establishment in 1956, together with
the youth of more than 130 countries around the world.
Its values of responsibility, engagement with community,
and perseverance are a lifelong gift.

It should be noted that the Duke only retired from
his royal duties on 2 August 2017, aged 96, having
completed 22,219 solo engagements since 1952.

His Royal Highness was the longest-lived male
member of the British royal family and his time as royal
consort exceeds that of any other consort of the British
royal family. Alongside the Duke’s royal commitments,
His Royal Highness was also known for his enjoyment of
polo, carriage driving, flying, painting and good humour.

This is a time of deep sadness for Her Majesty the
Queen, HRH Prince Charles and his siblings, as well as
their children and grandchildren. Australians join with
those mourning around the world in remembering the
Duke with gratitude for his lifetime of public service.
Our thoughts and prayers are with the Royal Family and
all those who mourn at this time of grief.
ON TARGET
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Combine this with the rise of
identity politics, and this denial of opportunity is seen to
extend far beyond the individuals immediately effected;
it impacts anyone who might happen to identify with
them as well.
(continued from page 3)

This seems to be the rationale, for example, behind
the Pentagon’s official press release responding to
Carlson, which asserts that “the American military works
best when it represents all the American people.” On this
account, the military is, first and foremost, an egalitarian
and representative body, rather than an exclusive and
hierarchical one.

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2020/oct/22/
australia-post-chief-stood-down-after-revelationfour-managers-got-3000-cartier-watches
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/christineholgate-breaks-silence-on-australia-post-ousting/
news-story/4ce699350023ec18800d7e170e14a065

Last year in an act of political vandalism our Prime
Minister destroyed the career of an outstanding CEO
Christine Holgate. To understand why she was sacrificed
I needed to study "The Fabian Idea Throughout History"
video and associated booklet "The Fountainhead Of The
Socialist Conspiracy".
But we are entitled to ask: Is this true? Could viewing
CEO Christine Holgate was outstanding in her
the military as a representative body, and members of
performance of turning Australia Post back into a
the military as representatives of their respective identity viable and profitable Company. This was not part of
group, make for a more effective service? The short
the Internationalist plan. Australia Post was meant to
answer is: No. An effective military is not identical with
be sacrificed in the ‘debt for equity swaps’ towards
a representative one, and neither does the military exist
international control, being previously run-down.
to be a representative institution. In fact, the opposite is
An important aside of this treachery is that Australia
closer to the truth.
Post under her watch also became a viable alternative
Carlson’s comments effectively highlight the tension
‘banking’ arrangement, which would be one step
between the social requirements of an effective military
away from becoming a ‘viable bank’.
and the democratic social ideals of inclusion and equality.
Our Prime Minister was simply doing the bidding of
He was attacked for comments drawing attention back to his masters, the money power, against the best interests
the military’s purpose for existing: to defend the country of the Australian people. Treachery is not limited to one
and its citizens from existential threats. When this end is
brand of politics, but is prevalent across the whole body
subverted in favor of ideological pursuits disconnected
politic including the upper levels of our bureaucracy.
from the realities of warfare and statecraft, the military
I believe there is zero chance of redemption through
does risk becoming less effective, because priorities
political parties and will continue to advocate, if you
are being assigned based on a rationale other than the
have confidence in any particular political candidate, is
fighting and winning of wars. (End of Extract) ***
to encourage them to resign from their political party and
run as an independent in order to effectively represent
The Sacking of Christine Holgate and
(the custodians of every political seat), the electorate.
Australia's Financial Independence
I note the Tasmanian Labor Party are virtually
Our PM as “Alpha” Male - not!
conceding defeat a month out of the 1st May 2021
October 22 2020 The Australia Post chief, Christine
election, by their internal turmoil and deliberate
Holgate, has been stood down and the board put
exclusion of electorally sound (traditional labour)
on notice pending an investigation into how the
candidates in favour of ‘woke’ candidates, essentially
organisation spent $12,000 on Cartier watches as a
placing Tasmania as a one party state alongside WA.
reward for four senior managers.
The result will be the same as WA but with the
Scott Morrison moved on Thursday to stem the
political party roles reversed.
damage from revelations in Senate estimates hearings
Labor left denies undermining White, as Winter's
earlier in the day, saying he had taken immediate
freezing out puzzles party faithful
action because he was “appalled, it’s disgraceful and
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-03-30/analysisit’s not on”.
labor-strategy-questions-after-winter-snub/100037140
Morrison said Holgate, a former chief of the
Blackmores Vitamin Company who joined Australia
I need to place the question on the table in regard to
Post three years ago, had been instructed to step aside
the best interests of a company not necessarily being
during the investigation. “If she doesn’t wish to do
pursued by the board of directors, similar to our own
that, she can go,” he said.
Reserve Bank of Australia and the best interests of the
The communications minister, Paul Fletcher, and the
Australian people ?
finance minister, Mathias Cormann, later issued a
statement saying Holgate “will be standing aside from
Credit Suisse tries to wind up Whyalla Steelworks
her position” while the investigation is carried out over
https://www.afr.com/companies/financial-services/creditthe next four weeks.
suisse-tries-to-wind-up-whyalla-steelworks-20210406-p57gsm
ON TARGET
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https://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/miningenergy/sanjeev-guptas-onesteel-tahmoor-coal-hit-withwinding-up-orders/news-story/2552545c778c3a0cb1466f1136
22909b		

Sanjeev Gupta’s Whyalla Steelworks could be sold
off or forced to seek a government bailout to avoid
closure if new court action instigated by Switzerland’s
Credit Suisse to wind up the 56-year-old South
Australian manufacturing plant is successful.

Obscure Rules That Are Not Meant To Be Understood
The control of our body politic by the financial witchdoctors causes our politicians to fear an abstraction
rather than look to the real, the natural world. Within the
iron-triangle, approximately 400 km north of Adelaide,
are vast reserves of iron-ore, copper, gold, uranium and
coal. In that same area is a willing population prepared to
work.
Historically we had a power generation plant fired by
locally sourced coal, to provide the energy to produce
sufficient quantities of steel products to satisfy the needs,
firstly of the entire state, and extending into the nation,
and further to supply the Whyalla shipyards, to build the
ships needed to transport what was produced around our
own coastlines.
Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov (Lenin) berated those of his
colleagues who criticized large corporations, saying
that their formation and growth are to be encouraged as
essential to the historic amalgamating development of
the ultimate communist (Marxist) world state.

generation, unless the IMF issues their new layer of
credit - "Special Drawing Rights" - ex nihilo as debt.
An entirely fictitious and abstract arrangement - voodoo.
We are capable of doing all these things ourselves
including providing the finance as was done by our own
historical Commonwealth Bank of Australia during those
perilous years of 1912 - 1924. We did it then, we can do
it now. Where are you political candidates with a spine?
The Community's Real Credit
In his masterly work "Credit-Power and Democracy"
CH Douglas advocates a practical solution for the mining
industry in Scotland. In the first instance to achieve
their project is the need for a bank directed specifically
towards the project. A ‘mining bank’ responsible for the
issue of credits directly to the industry to cover the costs
of establishment and ongoing production, and secondly
the issuing of further credits, via a National Dividend,
to ensure sufficient spending power in the hands of the
community to purchase the products of that industry.
Finance is simply a tool of measure
as weight or length or mass are also tools of measure
In an address during the 1930s to Canadian Albertan’s,
CH Douglas presented the case again, that the significant
needs in Alberta might firstly be for ‘sealed roads’, that
they need look no further than the enormous reserves
of "Tar Sands" in their prairies to the north. These "Tar
Sands" were the principal resource to establishing sealed
roads across the Province of Alberta. What is physically
possible must be made financially possible. So it is so for
our iron-triangle.
IMF Silently Creates New Money Layer,
Why You Need to Leave the Banks:
Willem Middelkoop

The People's Bank
Christine Holgate provided a solution, a permanent
resolution of the readily available mineral reserves and
the public-will that only needed a dedicated bank.
Our Prime Minister is doing the bidding of the Socialist
International and the IMF to destroy our infrastructure
and to weaken us as a people to bring Australia into the
New International Economic Order, the great reset and
world government - treachery at the highest level.
Treachery Foretold
Jeremy Lee in his two booklets: “Upon That Mountain”
and “Australia 2000, What Will We Tell Our Children?"
presents the historical argument from the 1970s, that
world government can only come about by world
banking. Issued only from the World Bank, Special
Drawing Rights are now surfacing in online discussions
from the IMF, World Bank and more recently the 1913
Federal Reserve of the USA Act: (Amended 2018), as the
latest financial tool of the World Bank issuing credit to
nation states (from thin air - ex nihilo as debt).
Nations will not be able to mobilise their people,
in this instance within the iron-triangle in Australia, to
build the necessary infrastructure to ensure viability and
security of our steel production, shipbuilding and power
ON TARGET

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CKvdPoRb_8k
The New Times Vol 36 No 11. November 1970
World Government via World Banking
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Lee%20J%20
-%20Upon%20That%20Mountain.pdf
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Lee%20J%20
-%20Australia%202000%20What%20Will%20We%20
Tell%20Our%20Children.pdf
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Bretton%20
Woods%20Agreements%20Act.pdf
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Federal%20
Reserve%20Act.pdf
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Martin%20
WM%20-%20Toward_a_world_central_bank.pdf

A New Way To Think With A New Set of Rules
The most vital benefit of the work of CH Douglas,
was the correct explanation of the purpose of production
- being for consumption, not for releasing spending
power. If we choose to exploit a natural resource, the
purpose of production is being available for consumers.
Unlike the current economic system of pursuing profit
at all cost, Douglas clarified the natural law, the canon
of the economic system. Production is only there for the
purpose of consumption.
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He clarified what was and currently is obscure. We work
to earn wages to buy the things that are already produced.
The word clarification denotes making things clear
and more readily understood. In a water-treatment plant
the 'clarifier' settles the mud (held in suspension) to the
bottom of the tank so the water becomes clear. And that
is what Douglas has done, he has clarified, made clear
and more easily understood, the purpose of production
being for consumption.
A problem correctly stated is already half solved
If we are pursuing production to achieve a balance
of payments then the obscurity is within the financial
system. Why do we have this anomaly that brings the
balance of payments into question in the first place?
If the financial system was self-liquidating then there
would be no issue with a balance of payments. But
our financial experts and economists (witch doctors
espousing satanic voodoo) keep our thinking on the
subject skewered and of course cognitive dissonance is
readily utilised to ensure clarity is never achieved.
Cognitive dissonance being a manipulating tool
of language whereby a word appears to mean it’s
exact opposite causing dissonance to the listener – gay
marriage, marriage being a sacrament before God
of the joining together as one, of one man and one
women in holy matrimony for life. Gay and marriage
cannot resonate in this situation as the purpose of
holy matrimony is the pro-creation of new life by
consummation, a natural impossibility for gay people.
By accepting this perversion of language we subject
ourselves to this dissonance of the meaning of words
Safe schools is another term that readily comes to
mind for our young. They are subject to indoctrination
and brainwashing in these very institutions of
development and instruction - not safe at all.
Australia is well capable of producing all the needs of
its people's within our own borders. Why should we have
to export in order for us to enjoy the abundant fruit of our
own labour, modern technology and the material plenty?
Douglas has given us a new set of rules that clarify
the financial / economic situation correctly. He has
uncovered the designed flaw in the existing financial
system to monopolise power in the hands of the few.
Douglas has undone this pursuit of power by
advocating the distribution of the National Dividend as
the rightful inheritance to all, in order to balance the two
(finance and economics) systems in equilibrium.
He has done a great service to crystallise our thinking
As Copernicus presented the case that the Earth
actually orbits around the Sun and not the other way
around, Douglas has clarified the purpose of production,
and the twisted role the financial system has subsumed
the economic system in order to control society.
ON TARGET

He has undone the satanic financial/economic voodoo,
the black magic, the cognitive dissonance and obscurity
of the two (currently integrated) systems to make it clear
that they need to be operated separately, but balanced.
The question for this age is whether we have the
personal resolve and political will to actually insist that
these new rules be adhered to by our governments.
An entirely new narrative of abundance with its own
set of rules based on the natural order, the Canon
				***

ACTION TARGET

Readers are encouraged to be very active by
advocating a responsible vote at elections. A responsible
vote is cast by an elector who is willing to accept
responsibility for the policies he seeks. Do not vote for
the Councillor who wants to build a huge swimming
pool unless you are also willing to help pay for it. At
every level of government; seek the candidate who will
be accountable for his actions by reporting back to voters
during his term in office. His report may contain success
and failure but at least he can report his performance.
It is important to maintain contact with your MP
during the term as new issues arise and one very
important one now is the urge to establish a ‘vaccination
passport’ which will be necessary to enable many things
like for example, air travel; banking; sporting events
and supermarkets etc. This dictatorial policy will divide
the community. The community must be responsible
(there is that important word again) for their own health
and they should be left to choose their preferred method
to stay healthy. Some will choose to be vaccinated.
Others may prefer to simply practice good health. Some
may use some of the many alternate medical services
available.
The cry for all to be vaccinated to stop the spread of
a disease is without foundation because those who have
received the jab are meant to not get the complaint from
any sources including the non-vaccinated people.
Resistance to the draconian measures is growing but
it needs much more help so please contact MP’s; write
to papers and generally talk about the need to maintain
freedoms. - ND
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